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THE REDOUBTS ON MAKER HEIGHTS 
CORNWALL, 1770-1859

DAVID EVANS

The architectural education of an eighteenth 
century gentleman, particularly on the

Continent, was not restricted to the study of the 
famous volumes of archaeology and architectural 
theory which produced a Chiswick House or an 
Osterley Park. The Grand Tour brought young 
men into contact with structures which bore no 
relation to anything ever attempted in England; the 
Renaissance fortifications of Italy and the equally 
immense defences of the Baroque masters of the art. 
The acquisition of books on the theory and practice 
of fortification was never to be as de rigueur in 
England as it was for the European grandee with 
any pretensions to the knowledge expected of a man 
in his position. This was no doubt partly because of 
the determination of successive administrations to 
keep war like expenditure down to a minimum, and 
partly because, the day of the fortified private house 
having long passed, the construction of 
fortifications was a matter now of state policy rather 
than the individual taste of one man, however 
wealthy. However, England did produce one aristo
cratic dilettante who was able to attempt, if not to 
succeed, in creating fortifications which might com
pare with some of the smaller Continental exam
ples. It is the nature of military architecture to be the 
product of a corporate body; not only do its estab
lished institutions tend to encourage standardised 
design practices, but these projects take time to 
come to fruition, while in the normal course of 
events officers are moved from one command to 
another regardless of the state any design process 
or constructional activity has reached. In such 
collective architecture to attribute a design to any 

one person may well be to offer a solution to an 
inappropriate question. So though the third Duke 
of Richmond, as Master-General of the Ordnance, 
could initiate schemes of fortification, they could 
not materialise with out the aid of the Commanding 
Royal Engineer officers of the various districts con
cerned. They were career officers, not a personage 
who, however great, might have but a brief tenure 
of office. In examining the relationship between 
Richmond and his subordinates the example of the 
fortifications of Maker Heights has been chosen; 
not only is the documentation relatively abundant, 
but the defences themselves remain on the western 
side of the Tamar, in close proximity to Plymouth 
Dock (as Devonport was known in the eighteenth 
century).

The classic method of assaulting a dockyard 
was not by bombardment from the sea (an operation 
of war shown time and again to be both costly and 
fruitless) but attack from the land side by a force 
disembarked at some distance away, the distance 
being determined by topographical and logistical 
considerations. Plymouth Dock and its Ordnance 
Yard were defended on the eastern side by a bastioned 
trace, but a raiding force landing in Cornwall, if it 
could establish positions on the western side of the 
Tamar, would be able to bombard them before 
effecting a withdrawal. In August 177° Lt. Colonel 
Roy, then holding the appointment of surveyor
general of the coasts for the Board of Ordnance, 
noted that Maker Heights (the peninsula which 
closes the entrance to the Tamar from the Cornish 
side) entirely commanded the Dockyard and should 
be secured; additional fortifications would also be 
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required behind Torpoint and at Mount Pleasant 
(the latter on the Devonshire side, to the east of 
Keyham Lake).1

Concerns about the security of the Naval Base 
were made more urgent by the decision to build a 
new magazine complex at Keyham Point, farther 
up the Hamoaze, and situated outside the lines of 
fortification. The design history of these magazines 
will not be touched on here: the original design by 
Major Dixon, the Commanding Royal Engineer at 
Plymouth, was prepared in 1775, the same year as 
the land was acquired and provided for a 
bombproof shifting magazine (where barrels were 
unheaded and powder examined) and two large 
store magazines which, anticipating future designs 
for such structures, were not bombproof. This 
assumed that the possibility of bombardment 
could be discounted.2

That, indeed, was the opinion of the majority 
of naval officers. Many soldiers disagreed with 
this, but not all. In 1778 the commanding officer at 
Plymouth, Lt.General Lane Parker, stressed the key 
importance of holding Maker Heights, to deny an 
enemy the opportunity to use it as a base for bom
barding the naval establishments, but Dixon did not 
place the same emphasis on the position. Army 
units were in fact encamped there the following 
year, when an assault was being seriously consid
ered by the French. The planning for this was 
confused, with various alternative schemes being 
suggested, among which the occupation of Maker 
did indeed feature.3

The possibility of such a raid caused consider
able alarm in England, and Charles Lennox, the 
third Duke of Richmond and Lennox, proposed in 
the House of Lords on 25 April 1780 that an enquiry 
be made into the South-Western Defences, assert
ing that Plymouth was not tenable against an attack. 
Under this pressure Dixon, now promoted to 
Lt.Colonel, designed a redoubt and block house for 
Mount Pleasant, and defences for Torpoint, these 
locations having priority over Maker. However, the 
Ordnance Office informed Dixon that ‘the Generals 

think the Works for the Heights of Maker should 
have the preference’ and by the end of the year 
arrangements were being made to purchase some 
twenty-one acres about Maker Church. Richmond 
became Master General of the Ordnance in 
Rockingham’s second administration, holding the 
office from 30 March 1782 to 3 April 1783; he had all 
the interests expected from a man of taste, having 
made a collection of casts from the antique for the 
purpose of establishing a school of painting and 
sculpture with Cipriani and Joseph Wilton as 
instructors, and the fourth volume of Horace 
Walpole’s Anecdotes of Painting was dedicated to 
him. In addition to these attributes of a connoisseur 
he possessed a good knowledge of the theory of 
fortification, together with a passion to put it into 
practice which he was now able to gratify. He at 
once asked Dixon for information on his plans for 
providing field fortifications - all that could be 
accomplished immediately, but which were not to 
be considered as making later masonry defences 
unnecessary. The vulnerable areas around 
Plymouth and Portsmouth were so great that the 
formation of continuous lines was impossible, and a 
system of detached works had to be adopted. This 
was not a new technique in England, and had been 
used to defend Plymouth during the Civil War. 
However, the use of mutually supporting redoubts 
to defend an entrenched camp became an important 
part of field fortification during the second half of 
the eighteenth century, finding its way into English 
language text books, and the scheme now proposed 
by Richmond was to defend the Cornish side by 
such a system, supported by regular fortresses in the 
rear. Dixon apparently recommended two redoubts 
behind Torpoint and a work close to Maker 
Church; Richmond considered that Torpoint 
should be given a large work on the summit and 
lesser works on its flanks, open in the rear so as to 
be vulnerable to a bombardment from ships lying in 
the Hamoaze if taken by the enemy. He also thought 
the position selected at Maker was not advanced 
enough, and would allow an enemy to slip unobserved
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Figure 1. Plan of Maker Heights, with proposed fort and five redoubts. Public Record Office. English Heritage.

through the valley west of it, running from Cawsand 
on the shore to the south to Millbrook on a tidal 
creek to the north; so he proposed abandoning the 
purchase of the land there in favour of land to the 
westward which ‘could be Occupied with most 
Advantage with a line of two, three or four Redoubts 
or other Works instead of having one at Maker 
Tower... ’ Dixon was ordered to mark out the land 
required, and to prepare a new set of plans.4

ByJuly 1782 at least one set of plans had been 
produced, three undated sets being probably con

temporary (Fig. 1). The dated set shows a detached 
bastioned fort in the rear of four ‘advanced 
detached bastions’ which are a recognisable first 
draft of four of the five redoubts which survive on 
Maker Heights today. The fifth redoubt, set back 
further east, commanded the tidal creek to the 
north, known as Millbrook Lake (Fig. 2).5

On 23 July Dixon requested £1,000 from the 
Board of Ordnance in order to begin construction 
of the redoubts; initially these were to be earth
works protected with palisades and fraizes of oak.
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Figure 2. Plan and section of proposed redoubt No 5. Public Record Office. English Heritage.

He also produced a modified plan for the main 
fort, which he thought would also be suitable for a 
position west of Torpoint, known as Merrifield 
or Maryfield; this plan does not appear to have 
survived. A further batch of drawings for the 
redoubts were produced in Dixon’s office and dated 
14 August 1782 (Fig. 3). The redoubts were now 
named; No 1 (at the north end of the line) for the 
Royal Cornwall Regiment, No 2 the Somerset 
Redoubt, No 3 the 50th Regiment Redoubt, No 4 
(at the south end of the line, commanding Cawsand 
Bay) the North Gloucester Redoubt, and No 5 
(commanding Millbrook Lake) the North Devon 
Redoubt ‘with alterations suggested to Colonel 
Dixon by His Grace the Master General’ (Fig. 4).6

Richmond’s main contribution to the design 
was in reducing the size of the main fort so as to 

prevent it being commanded by the hill on the west 
side of the Cawsand-Millbrook valley, and transfer
ring its function of overlooking the valley to the 
redoubts. Considerable progress had been made 
by the end of August, and to expedite the work a 
second contractor, Matthew Trevan, had been 
brought in to supplement the established contractor 
to the Board of Ordnance at Plymouth, Susanna 
Croad, who was still engaged in completing the 
Keyham Point Magazine complex. The five 
redoubts were all largely completed in earthwork 
form by the end of 1782, and equipped with guns 
and stores. The amounts of earth shifted even on 
small fortifications such as these is shown by a 
note append ed to a plan and profile of the North 
Gloucester Redoubt probably made on its 
completion (Fig. 5):
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Figure 4. Survey plan of redoubts Nos. 1-4, showing mutually supporting fire, 1845. 
Public Record Office.

Solid Feet Excavated 8c filled in to form the Redoubt
126,099

Solid Feet Excavated from a Hill in Front of the Work 
88,307

Total excavated 8c filled in 214,486

Any further work was brought to an end by the end 
of the war, but even if it had continued Dixon was 
not prepared to press on during a very wet winter, 
and indeed during February 1783 Redoubt No 5 

suffered severe damage. That work had been left 
unfinished because of the rains, which prevented 
‘the Sodders in laying the Sods of the Escarpe 8c 
raising the parapet’. Richmond’s resignation at the 
beginning of April seems to have removed some of 
the pressure on Dixon; shortly before leaving office 
he had completed another design for the main fort, 
and on April 4 the Ordnance Office received two 
copies of a plan showing Dixon’s and Richmond’s 
designs superposed (Fig. 6). One of these is captioned
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PLAN and PROFILE of dw. wjyzer ontiie HEIGHTS »£ KIN GSAN D.

Figure 5. Plan and section of earth redoubt No 4 (North Gloucester Redoubt), 1782. 
Public Record Office. English Heritage.

A Survey of the Heights of Maker, with a chain of 
detached Bastions, including two Projects for a main 
Fort: the one an irregular Pentagon by His Grace 
the Duke of Richmond, &c and the other a regular 
Pentagon by Lieut: Colonel Dixon. Plan of Works pro
jectedfor the Defence of Maker Heights near Plymouth, 
but which are meant to be examined on the Ground by a 
Committee of Engineers before they are Executed. All 
the Works are intended to have a whole Revetment and 
Counterscarpe in Masonry. The Main Work is to have 
Sufficient Casemattes, Magazines, and Store-houses 
Bomb Proof, and a barrack. And each of the detached 
works, is to have a small Magazine and Casemattes 
Bomb Proof.

A pencilled annotation comments ‘By this it would 
appear that all the redouts are considered as a part 
of the System.’ No further progress had been made 
by the end of May, when Dixon wrote to Viscount 

Townshend, the new Master General, that he had 
gathered in conversation from Richmond that it had 
been his intention to provide masonry revetments 
for all the redoubts to render them permanent 
works. Dixon thought this should be done as soon 
as possible ‘as it may be reasonably expected 
those Field Works in their high Situation so much 
exposed to the prevailing winds, will be in a Short 
time much damaged’.7

The Magazines at Keyham Point were ready by 
June 1783, the keys being delivered to the Store 
keeper at the end ofjuly, when Dixon was also 
ordered to proceed with the redoubts. The faces of 
the works were to be sown with couch grass to rein
force them. Townshend was far from thinking the 
location of the arsenal to be a safe one, writing in 
November to the King and the Treasury that ‘the
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Figure 6. Superimposed plans of proposed fort, by the Duke of Richmond and Lt. Col. Dixon, 1783. 
Public Record Office. English Heritage.
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Figure 7. Proposal for revetting earth redoubts with masonry, 1783. 
Public Record Office. English Heritage.
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unfortunate and injudicious size of our Powder 
Magazines ... these enormous and dangerous 
Depots ... ’ posed a real risk to Ply mouth and 
Portsmouth. The new Master General was also 
in favour of ambitious schemes of fortification, 
substantial works occupying the commanding 
positions, rather than ‘a Number of trifling Works’ 
which he considered might need to be supplemented 
by more troops than could be supplied. These 
substantial works included, as Richmond had 
suggested, a second major fortification at 
Merrifield, for the protection of Torpoint, which 
would involve the appropriation of part of the 
pleasure grounds of Antony House. This prospect 
was not well received. A committee of Engineers 
who had just reported favourably on the scheme 
met Mr. Carew of Antony by chance at Exeter while 
on their journey back to London, and found that, 
contrary to their expectations,

we could plainly discover that the project was 
disagreeable to him, not so much on account of its 
Vicinity to his House, and present pleasure Grounds, 
as its interference with his future schemes of 
improvement.

This was a foretaste of the violent option which 
Pitt’s Dockyard Fortifications Bill was shortly to 
experience. Further consideration - and no doubt a 
realisation of what financial demands were likely to 
be entertained - led Townshend to report to the 
King and the Treasury on 26 November that

The Works intended at Maker Height were suspended 
on the Preliminaries, and have not been since renewed 
because the different Plans for a Fort proposed by the 
late Master General and Chief Engineer were not 
determined upon; and as the Redoubts already 
finished (one excepted) form at the present a pretty 
strong Fort, the Money for the Redoubt alone on the 
right is desired this year.8

Richmond’s second period of office, under Pitt, ran 
from 27 December 1783 to February 1795, and was 
distinguished by persistent and largely unsuccess
ful attempts to fortify the two south coast dockyards 
on the scale he considered necessary. In the summer 

of 1784 he visited Plymouth and generated a further 
set of designs for the main fort on Maker, and Dixon 
took measurements of sections through the site to 
enable models of the Maker and Merrifield forts to 
be made. As is invariably the case in England, these 
models have not been preserved. Action over the 
fortifications now took the form of polemical 
exchanges rather than expenditure, as Richmond’s 
opponents groomed James Glenie, a young 
Engineer officer and a former protege of the Duke, 
as their champion on the technical side. This was a 
valuable supplement to their objections on consti
tutional and financial grounds. The dockyard 
fortification schemes were denounced during the 
debate over the Ordnance Estimates on 14 March 
1785, and Pitt was forced to concede that the subject 
be re-examined. A committee was set up for this 
purpose, which Richmond was tactless enough 
to contrive to head. Dixon was asked to supply an 
estimate of the costs of excavation at Maker, but his 
information would not have helped the cause, as he 
reported that the expenditure would be no less than 
three shillings per cubic yard. He was also asked for 
figures for the garrisons required; the complement 
estimated was 1,500 infantry and 150 artillerymen 
for each of the major forts. In August 1779 3,150 reg
ular soldiers and militia had been encamped on 
Maker alone in response to the French threat, so 
this figure must have appeared satisfactory. Design 
work for the main work continued through 1785, 
a batch of twelve drawings ‘for the Duke of 
Richmond’s fort’ being preserved. The committee 
came to the desired conclusion:

A system of detached forts is the most proper for the 
purpose of protecting the dock-yards ... the system 

... as proposed, has ... the advantage, that the security 
to be derived therefrom will not be wholly delayed till 
the whole of the proposed plan is executed, but an 
additional degree of strength will be acquired as the 
detached works are progressively finished ... Your 
majesty’s land officers at Portsmouth and Plymouth, 
are unanimously of opinion, that the new works 
proposed are well adapted to those situations.
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However, an equally strongly held opinion was that 
the scheme was a

new extravagant idea of defending the kingdom by 
immense expensive works, which would swallow up 
so much money to support them, would increase the 
influence of Government for ever, and, above all, 
would require an increased standing army to garrison 
them.

Pitt’s motion for fortifying the dockyards was debat
ed in the House of Commons on 27 February 1786; 
the votes for and against were equal, but the Speaker 
gave his casting vote against, and it was defeated. An 
attempt to get a reduced version of the project 
accepted was made in May, but this failed totally.9

Richmond’s achievements at Plymouth to that 
date are recorded on a magnificent plan commis
sioned by him. All that he could do now was add to 
what had been achieved through revetting 
Redoubts 4 and 5 (Fig. 7). Colonel Dixon resigned 
for health reasons, retiring to Exeter where he died 
in the parish of St. Sidwell’s in November 1793, and 
was replaced as CRE at Plymouth by Lt. Colonel 
Mulcaster. On 30 June 1787 he was sent a box by the 
evening mail coach containing orders to proceed 
with work on No 5 Redoubt, together with plans 
and sections of that redoubt together with ones of 
No 4, and a letter from the Duke instructing him ‘to 
revete and compleat’ No 5 without exceeding the 
estimate of £3,631 which Dixon had made at the 
beginning of the year. In September Mulcaster 
notified Mrs.Croad to send lime and sand to Maker 
so that the work could begin, but on the 22nd he 
wrote to Richmond that the slow accumulation of 
materials and the onset of autumn inclined him to 
put work off until the spring of 1788. A quarry had 
been opened up on the east side of Redoubt No 3 to 
provide materials for the revetments, and during the 
winter materials could be extracted from this and 
prepared ready for a building campaign next year 
(Fig. 8). The redoubts had been disarmed at the end 
of the war, and it was now decided that Redoubts 1 
to 4 should be provided with guns. Nos.i, 2 and 3 
were to have eight, seven and seven 18-pounders 

respectively, while No 4, covering [a sea front as well 
as a land front, was to have six 18-pounders and four 
32-pounders. Mulcaster now became the third man 
to have a hand in the design process, forwarding 
three plans of No 4 on 19 December showing his 
suggested amendments to Richmond’s latest 
thoughts on the matter. His suggestions were largely 
concerned with enlarging the width of the Guard 
House - cramped at seven feet wide - to ten feet to 
allow room for musketry firing through the loop- 
holed wall without the beds getting in the way. The 
Master-General had still not decided on the length 
of the Guard House and storerooms, nor whether 
to provide an Officer’s Guard Room. The estimates 
drawn up on Christmas Day 1787 allowed £5,748 
for work on the two redoubts.10

Mulcaster was transferred to command the 
Portsmouth Engineers and to supervise a far more 
prestigious construction, Fort Cumberland, the 
principal work salvaged from Richmond’s original 
scheme. He was replaced by Lt. Colonel Elias 
Durnford, who was at once charged with a new 
project, the siting of a storehouse, within the area of 
the originally proposed Maker fort, to house all the 
guns and gun carriages required for the defences, 
together with their stores. What follows casts some 
light on the difficulties of field engineering and of 
the rapidity with which unexecuted schemes fell 
into oblivion. Durnford could find no signs of the 
original trace on the ground, except a very small 
part of the east curtain and the centre point from 
which Richmond had taken his sections, ‘not a 
Picket of any of the Saliant Angles of the Bastions, 
or any other Angular Picket or Mark is to be found. 
I had Mr. Gillet the Overseer of the Works with me, 
who was with you, when you made the Sections of 
the Ground, but nothing more than what I mention 
is to be seen. Richmond’s secretary could find noth
ing among his papers which would help. Durnford 
signed a plan for the storehouse, a sizeable two- 
storey building, on 23 July 1788, and Richmond 
immediately suggested various alterations (Fig. 9). 
The degree to which the holder of one of the great
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Figure 8. Survey plan of Maker Heights, showing all five redoubts, 1808. 
Public Record Office. English Heritage.
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Figure 9. Lt. Col. Elias Durnford, plan and elevation of proposed carriage storehouse, 1788. 
Public Record Office. English Heritage.

offices of state was prepared to concern himself with 
minutiae is remarkable.

If the Width you have given to this Building, is 

calculated for any particular Purpose, such as holding 

a Certain number of Gun Carriages or other Stores. 

His Grace would have you adhere to it, but if not, He, 

thinks it had better be four feet narrower, that is to say, 

the width of the lower story should be twenty two feet 

in the Clear, this will reduce the bearings of the 

Timbers and the Height of the roof, the latter is a 

desirable object in such an exposed Situation, and 

as His Grace would have it covered with the Patent 

Slating the Pitch of the Roof need not exceed one 

quarter of its base, the roof should be hipped at the 

ends. James Wyatt Esqr. the Architect to the Ordnance 

who lives in Queen Ann Street East is the Person to be 

employed in doing the Slating, and you must apply to 

him to have them prepared. It will also be necessary 

that you should send to him for a Drawing, for the 

Timbers of the Roof, as they are different for this 

sort of slating from any other.
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Figure 10. Survey plan of caponier at redoubt No 4,1845. Public Record Office.

Workmen could not be hired before 4 August 1788. 
and the work of revetting No 4 Redoubt then began, 
though the construction of the storehouse was post
poned as Richmond had further alterations in 
mind. In the event it never seems to have been built, 
and so James Wyatt did not add his name to the tale 
of those who had a hand in the buildings of Maker 
Heights.11

Military Artificers (forerunners of sappers, the 
Royal Engineers at this time being a corps solely 
composed of officers) as well as civilian contractors 
were employed at this stage of the work, Durnford 
being obliged to relax their disciplinary system in 
order to get on as fast as possible with the work - a 
curious example of the efficacy of military discipline 
in practical matters. The final form of Redoubts 4 
and 5 was determined by the Duke at the beginning 
of October. He acceded to Durnford’s wish to make 

the accommodation and storage blocks in the gorge 
of No 5 8 feet wide, but laid on him the task of mak
ing these buildings low enough to be exposed as 
little as possible to cannon fire from the front and 
high enough to cover the men serving the guns from 
the musketry of attackers who had managed to get 
in the rear of the work. The Colonel seems to have 
performed this task to Richmond’s satisfaction; at 
any rate no letter offering criticism or correction has 
been located. No 5 was merely revetted and provided 
with accommodation in the gorge; the Master- 
General rehandled No 4 more elaborately. The para
pets on the north and west sides were to be raised so 
that the work could not be seen into from any of the 
adjacent hills; this was left for Durnford to deter
mine on the spot. Most importantly, a caponier was 
added to flank the gorge and southern face of the 
work (Figs.10,13 & 14); this was a two-storeyed
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Figure 12. Casemated accommodation in the gorge of 
redoubt No 5, from the south-east. Richard Headings.

Figure 13. Caponier of redoubt No 4, from the south. Figure 14. Caponier of redoubt No 4, from the south-east.
Richard Hewlings. Richard Headings.
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extension with stores below and an open-topped 
musketry platform to provide flanking fire above.

A surviving batch of plans of No 4 includes three 
drawings probably forwarded by Mulcaster to 
Richmond in December 1787 and one signed by 
Durnford showing the design as - almost - finally 
settled; in June 1789 Richmond approved the build
ings in the gorges of the redoubts being made nine 
feet wide. The difficulty of communications with 
Maker caused the contractors to charge considerably 
more than standard Plymouth rates for this masonry 
work - some 45% higher in fact - but Durnford 
thought this not unreasonable in view of the trouble 
involved, which included opening up several quar
ries to search for suitable stone. They were finished 
by the summer of 1791 (Figs. 11-14), when a curious 
postscript was provided by a mason who had been 
dismissed from the works on No 5 Redoubt. John 
French claimed that large portions of the revet
ments had been constructed without mortar. He 
had been reproved by one of the overseers for slop
py workmanship, responded with ‘very Gross 
Abuse’ and was then fired. Despite his unsatisfacto
ry record, the matter was serious enough for a for
mal enquiry to be held, and Durnford appointed a 
committee of Engineers, draughtsmen and over
seers to investigate. The man refused to go to the 
works to point out the defective portions unless 
they were opened up on the spot; but the committee 
were unable to do this, having no orders to that 
effect. French then refused to certify his earlier 
statement ‘and walked away without deigning to 
give us any other answer than he would not Certify it 
appearing thro’ the whole business to be a Shuffling 
fellow.’ Before his departure, he had been asked if 
anyone had influenced his original letter and replied 
that it had been dictated by someone who ‘was a 
Capital Gentleman ... ’ Not surprisingly, the con
clusion was drawn that ‘there is, or are Malicious 
Persons who are endeavouring to excite these people 
to tell Idle Stories for the purpose of giving trouble.’ 
Despite this, a further interview was held with French, 
which this time produced circumstantial details. He 

marked out the the whole length of the North, West 
and South fronts, excepting ten feet from each salient 
angle to a height of seven feet from the ground, as 
having only eighteen inches of the front and as much 
of the back laid in mortar. He implicated Thomson, 
the masonry contractors’ foreman, whom he 
claimed daubed over the work with mortar when he 
saw saw the Officers coming. Durnford sent the Board 
of Ordnance an estimate for opening a portion of the 
work to test these allegations. What followed 
remains unknown. French was paid a day’s work for 
pointing out the locations on site, but probably the 
Board thought that the man’s record made the cost 
of the investigation not worthwhile. The next docu
ment to survive, in fact, is a January 1792 list of 
prices to be allowed to the contractors for future 
work at Maker Heights. Why should a ‘Capital 
Gentleman’ (supposing him to have existed, and the 
deed not been motivated simply by vindictiveness) 
have apparently suborned a worker to concoct these 
allegations? That the investigating committee them
selves brought the matter up would seem to indicate 
that something was in the wind. The answer may 
well lie in the fact that Richmond’s ambitions for 
building a grand fort at Maker were still alive. In 
August 1789 he had produced yet another drawing 
for his pet project. Redoubt No 4, in its final form, is 
shown as linked with the main work, with an ‘outly
ing Orillon Battery’ in advance of it, and ‘Advanced 
Fleches’ provided on the side of the hill. To convict 
what had already been accomplished as being vitiated 
through slipshod construction may well have seemed 
to the local grandees opposed to the scheme an easy 
way of ensuring that it never came to fruition.12

Early in 1793 moves were made to prepare 
the way for part of this programme to be initiated. 
Richmond approved of Durnford’s suggestions 
for mounting guns in Nos 4 and 5, and asked him 
to consider whether it would be better to repair the 
unrevetted redoubts or to

construct the Fleches and perhaps a part of the 
Covered way of the projected permanent Work for that 
Place. It would certainly be so much done towards the 
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permanent work if that plan should be resumed, but I 
have some doubt whether the Fleches by themselves 
unsupported by Works behind would be as strong as 
the present Redoubts properly repaired.

The French Republic declared war on England on 
1 February 1793, and expenditure on minor works 
of doubtful value which could not be completed for 
some time was now out of the question. The last 
opportunity for any more elements of Richmond’s 
larger plan to be realised under his Master- 
Generalship had gone.13

The Duke was dismissed from his post in 
February 1795, being replaced by Charles, 1st 
Marquess Cornwallis, Durnford, too, had gone in 
1794, the new CRE at Plymouth being Alexander 
Mercer, who had designed the coast defence 
fortifications at Berry Head, Torbay, during his first 
year in charge. He was responsible for the comple
tion of the line of redoubts. In February 1795 he 
reported to the Governor of Plymouth (incidentally 
Richmond’s brother, Lord George Lennox) that 
because of the obstruction of artillery stores it had 
been impossible to lay the floor of the magazine in 
No 4, but everything was ready for that task and the 
work was in ‘tolerable repair’ and defensible. The 
earthen redoubts, particularly 1 and 2, had been 
much injured by the weather but were soon 
repairable, and their guns were mounted and the 
works were in a state of defence. No 5 was in good 
condition and well armed. He reckoned that as the 
whole of these defences were ‘a forward Point, and 
upon what may be called Enemies Ground’ 4,000 to 
5,000 men with artillery would be needed to hold it, 
with at least four troops of horse.14

More accommodation than the casemated 
rooms in the forge of Nos 4 and 5 would be needed, 
though the majority of such numbers of men would 
have to be encamped, and Lennox took it upon him
self to order the construction of Maker Barracks. 
The newly established Barrack Department, under 
Colonel De Laney, was an independent body set 
apart from the Board of Ordnance, specifically for 
the construction ofinfantry and cavalry barracks. It 

was notorious for the irregularity of its proceedings 
and lax (when existing) systems of accounting, and 
its financial affairs were only settled years after De 
Lancey’s resignation. He had by then risen to the 
rank of Lieutenant-General. Some information 
about Maker Barracks emerged in the course of the 
proceedings of the Commission of Military Inquiry 
which laboured during 1806-7to sort out the mess 
which De Lancey had left behind. James Johnson 
and John Sanders were the principal architects of 
the Barrack Department, and both were paid for 
Maker, though it is not possible to sort out their per
sonal contributions, if indeed there were any, in the 
generation of one of the smaller barracks to be 
designed by a very busy office staff. The contractor 
John Scobell, responsible for many barracks in the 
south-west of England, testified before the 
Commission that Maker was undertaken in 1797; no 
working drawings had been provided by the 
Barrack Department, only plans and elevations, but 
the specifications which accompanied these provid
ed all the information that was needed. Maker was 
described in the few financial accounts that remain 
from 1798 as a temporary barrack; many temporary 
barracks of timber or even sod construction were 
built at this time, but Maker was not one of these. 
Possibly Lennox used his influence to see that per
manent buildings were provided; the Barrack 
Department operated largely on local and 
unrecorded arrangements. By February 1800 the 
Barracks was reported as accommodating 335 men 
and 50 horses. The finances had still not been set
tled by 1 December 1806, when Scobell had been 
paid £6,035, with £474 still owing to him.15

Colonel Mercer developed ideas of his own, 
necessarily more modest than Richmond’s, on ways 
in which the Maker position could be strengthened, 
and the Secretary of the Ordnance Board asked him 
in January 1801 to set these out. He reported back 
that No 5 Redoubt was a ‘very respectable Work’ 
but the guns were mounted entirely in barbette, and 
should the enemy force the intervals between the 
central redoubts, it would be commanded by the
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Figure 15. Survey plan of redoubt No 6,1845. Public Record Office.

ground in rear of them. This could be improved by 
building merlons in the front and left flank for the 
guns to fire through, removing them from their pres
ent exposed position, liable to enfilade. Had 
Richmond’s main fort been built, the placing of the 
guns in barbette would be perfectly proper, as the 
position would have been untenable by an enemy 
under the guns of the central work. Mercer pro
posed a field work, capable of rapid execution on 
the threat of a hostile force. This comprised a circu
lar redoubt, armed with six heavy carronades to fire 
grape and case shot, though the principal defence 
would be by musketry, supported by a reserve 

of pikes. The plan for this work has not been pre
served. This, Mercer indicated, was not his pre
ferred scheme. Its disadvantages would be its 
expense, the time it would take if only normal work
ing parties were employed, and the lingering belief 
that a pentagonal fort would one day be approved, 
and any temporary work demolished. Mercer’s 
favoured solution was for ‘a Strong Armed Tower, 
upon the Plan of those in Jersey, Established upon 
the Central Pont, [which] would keep & Command 
all this Ground; and that, as it would Occupy but a 
small Circuit, it might remain Entire in the Center 
of the Parade of any Polygon, proposed, at a future 
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period ... ’ Musketry towers had been designed and 
built in 1778-94 for the protection of coastal batter
ies at potential landing places injersey,and,to a 
slightly different design, at Guernsey, and this type 
of fortification, enlarged to carry artillery on the 
roof, was shortly to come into vogue in Britain. 
Nothing was to come to this proposal at Maker, 
however.16

The ghost of Richmond’s fort was to linger on 
for several years yet, and another redoubt was to be 
built. The Commander of the Western Area, 
Lieutenant-General Simcoe, wrote to the 
Quartermaster General on 10 September 1804 that 

when working parties can be granted it is proposed to 
deepen the ditches of the temporary Redoubts and to 
establish a Battery nearly opposite the King’s Brewhouse 
[at Empacombe] ... Colonel Tyrwhitt... will readily 
undertake to bring 600 of his Stannary Corps on per
manent duty to the Barracks at Mount Edgcumbe, to 
perfect themselves in the Artillery duty & to execute 
these works, if thought useful by Government.

Mercer wrote to Simcoe later in the month ‘you are 
aware that a Regular fortress is determined upon, to 
Occupy the Whole of the High, and Center, Ground 
of the Position of Mount Edgcumbe’, though he had 
not been given authority to use the 600 troops 
Simcoe had offered as labour to close the interval of 
the redoubts by fieldworks and to cover the front of 
the whole with abbatis. The Empacombe 
fortification ‘for the better Defence of the Right 
Flank of the Works at Maker’ was however built 
(Fig. 15). Redoubt No 6, on a completely different 
plan from the others, with towers to give flanking 
fire at alternate corners, was completed at 
Empacombe by the end of 1807, largely built by 
troops stationed on the Heights - probably the 
Stannary Corps. This was to Mercer’s design - a 
virtual duplicate of the redoubt he designed for 
Stonehouse Hill at Devonport - and built under his 
direction, for a cost of £6,445, which included 
deepening the ditches of the three earthen redoubts 
and repairing the palisading. Walnut trees provided 
valuable timber for gunstocks, and the Board of 
Ordnance proposed to meet as much of the demand 

as possible in-house: in February 1809 Mercer 
reported back that all of the ground suitable for 
planting would be occupied by the projected fort. A 
plan of‘the King’s Land’ at Maker, dated May 1809, 
shows the five redoubts, the Barracks and the 
Hospital with the principal bastioned polygon of 
the fort drawn in (Fig. 16). Finally, a plan of March 
1810 shows a section of a proposed redoubt at 
Maker, bound up with another plan of the area with 
a smaller irregular bastioned polygonal fort shown 
(Fig. 17). All this remained on paper. Forty years 
were to pass before the defence of Maker Heights 
again became - briefly - a matter of concern.17

By 1819 the CRE at Plymouth was Colonel 
Morshead. At the end of September the Plymouth 
fortifications were inspected by a Master-General of 
the Ordnance whose experience of fortifications, 
both in attack and defence, was not wholly theoreti
cal, like Richmond’s. The Duke of Wellington was 
escorted for two days by Morshead, who like many 
others ‘stood in just fear and apprehension of so 
great and exalted a Character as the Noble Duke’ 
and immediately after wrote an account of the expe
rience to Colonel Rowley, the Deputy Inspector- 
General of Fortifications, who had advised him to 
listen ‘with due attention and deference’ to 
Wellington’s observations. Like Roy fifty years 
before, he attached great importance to the Mount 
Pleasant position, still only protected by a redoubt, 
and held that this should have formed the left blank 
of the Dockyard defences. The enceinte of the Dock 
Lines was inadequate by itself. ‘Look at the Grand 
Magazines without the Lines - and the Shipping 
lying high up in Hamoaze in ordinary. An Enemy 
can destroy these without passing the Lines.’ The 
second day of the inspection was devoted to the 
Cornish side of the water. The positions of 
Merrifield and Craftshole were studied, the Duke 
being particularly struck with the importance of the 
latter, where he would have placed an entrenched 
camp on the naturally strong ridge to the east of 
Craftshole, flanked by Whitsand Bay on the left and 
a branch of the River Lynher on the right.
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Figure 16. Survey plan of Maker Heights, 1809. Public Record Office. English Heritage.

Figure 17. Section of proposed redoubt, 1810. Public Record Office. English Heritage.
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Figure 18. Proposed guard room acting as traverse for entrance to redoubt No 5. Public Record Office.

Wellington then looked at Redoubts 1 to 4, and 
viewed the country from the site of Richmond’s 
proposed main fort. Sadly, it was not at all reminis
cent of the Torres Vedras Lines; indeed, the Duke 
plainly said

Supposing these Works were constructed at Merrifield 
and Maker Heights as suggested ... in the Duke of 
Richmond’s time -1 will undertake to say, that I would 
pass between those works and the Shore of the 
Harbour and destroy the Dock Yard ... for the busi
ness would be effected in a day - it was not like a Siege. 
What would there be to prevent this being done 
Colonel Morshead said the Duke in addressing me?

Morshead was not in an enviable position, but he 
had to come out with what must have been the 
assumed scenario. The Dockyard could only be 
destroyed by a vertical fire from the Cornish side, 
and it would be a matter of some trouble to land the 

necessary mortars and transport them to their bom
barding positions in the face of British naval superi
ority, which would also make it impossible for the 
raiding force to maintain communication with its 
supporting fleet. The raid would also be pushing 
into a cul de sac with two main fortresses in its rear, 
with a maneouvering force operating between the 
defences and the shore. It was impractical to land 
artillery in Whitsand Bay, and the landing would 
have to be effected further westward, adding to the 
difficulty of moving the necessary guns, ammuni
tion and other equipment. Wellington’s response 
was ‘Still I had rather depend on the Position near 
Crafthole - for do what you will, it will not in my 
opinion answer the purpose intended. Upon this 
the Plans were folded up again and we rode from 
Maker Heights.’ Wellington, as is well known, was 
much agitated during his later years about the vul
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nerability of England to invasion, and some of the 
foundations for this worry must have been laid dur
ing this visit to Plymouth.18

The final proposals to add to and update the 
redoubts, before the transformation of artillery later 
in the century led to their abandonment (save No 4, 
which was transformed repeatedly to accommodate 
the new weaponry) were activated by both national 
and local concerns. The national anxieties are well 
known. By 1846 the persistent concerns of the 
Duke, and such an influential Engineer Officer as 
the Inspector-General of Fortifications, Sir John 
Burgoyne, led to more general fears about the vul
nerability of the Dockyards, famously expressed in 
Palmerston’s report on the defence of the country 
delivered on December 17. An immediate response 
was the preparation in the Devonport Engineers’ 
office of a Reconnoisance [sic] plan of the Ground 
covering Devonport & Plymouth to the Westward 
showing the Advanced Position at Crafts-Hole and 
the Two Reserve Positions of Anthony and Maker- 
Heights. This plan, which appear to show lines of 
blockhouses along the coast between Craftshole 
and Rame Head, on the Craftshole position, and on 
a line from Antony to St.John, was signed on 8 
January 1847, and showed that Wellington’s recom
mendations had been taken on board, though there 
had been no chance of their realisation in the past. 
The matter had been brought to the surface locally a 
little earlier, when in September 1843 the Admiralty 
decided to establish a new Steam Yard at Keyham, 
which would involve the demolition of the Keyham 
Point Magazines and their relocation. It was to be 
nearly five years before Point, further up the 
Hamoaze on the Devonshire side, was finally settled 
on as the new site, and in the meantime various pos
sibilities were debated at length. Wherever the new 
Magazines were to go, it was clear that an immense 
new target would be created by the Steam Yard, and 
in October 1844 a Committee to consider the sea 
defences of Plymouth agreed that the Maker posi
tion was ‘essentially connected with the general 
defence of the Arsenal’. Although Wellington 

changed his mind in a memorandum of December 
1844, considering the ‘Position on Maker Heights, 
as quite secure’ his earlier disparagement of those 
defences was probably well remembered, and the 
current CRE at Devonport, Colonel Oldfield, was 
instructed in the very same month, following the 
Committee’s recommendation, to prepare designs 
for their improvement. The greatest alterations were 
proposed for No 4, which commanded Cawsand 
Bay as well as the land front. The Committee had 
proposed to upgun this with six 56-pounders 
instead of the four 32-pounders and two 18-pounders 
currently mounted, and to rebuild the shot furnace. 
(Red-hot shot was a favoured weapon against wood
en warships). Oldfield proposed to re-arrange the 
barrack accommodation and alter the fittings of the 
magazine (which had at some date been moved into 
the base of the caponier) to hold not less than 25 
rounds per gun, the new equipment to comprise 
three 8-inch howitzers and four 32-pounders as well 
as the 56-pounders. A guard house was to be built 
behind the gateway, enabling it to act as a traverse. 
Traverses so placed were a textbook prescription 
for redoubts of this type (Fig. 18), but had not been 
provided so that the fort in rear could render them 
untenable if taken by the enemy. That fort was now 
clearly never going to be built.

Because of its position, No 4 had been main
tained. The others were all to be re-established, sod 
work, palisading and gun platforms restored, and 
each provided with a similarly located guard house, 
which for the three earthen redoubts was also a 
magazine and artillery store. The Barracks were to 
become the headquarters of the left wing of a regi
ment which would provide detachments for Nos 4, 
5 and 6, batteries at Picklecombe on the south-east 
corner of the Maker peninsula, Obelisk Hill in 
Mount Edgcumbe park, and guards for Nos.i, 2 and 
3. The upper floor, as built, was timber framed and 
boarded, of a temporary nature, but still usable. The 
earth redoubt in advance of it, No 2, was to be con
nected to the Barrack enclosure by loopholed walls, 
and the ditch in its rear revetted and crossed by a
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ROOF PLAN.ELEVATION & SECTION OF OUT-BUILDINCS.

Figure 19. Plan and sections of the barracks on Maker Heights, 1882.
Public Record Office. English Heritage.

Figure 20. Elevations of the barracks on Maker Heights, 1882.
Public Record Office. English Heritage.
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Figure 21. The gorge and bridge piers of redoubt No 5. 
Richard Hewlings.

Figure 22. The gorge of redoubt No 5. 
Richard Hewlings.

drawbridge, while the Barracks would be provided 
with some measure of self-defence in the shape of a 
two-storied caponier. The principal changes for No 
5 were largely confined to rearrangement of the bar
racks. No 6 was to have the accommodation in the 
bastions revised, with a new guard house, magazine 
and artil lery store with an Officers’ quarter on the 
first floor. Oldfield thought that the accomodation 
provided in the fortifications was only sufficient to 
prevent the position being captured by a surprise 
attack; troops would need to be sent from 
Devonport to stop the position being turned and 
the high ground opposite the dockyard being occu
pied, as the Duke of Wellington had undertaken to 
do. This assessment, together with his statement 
that ‘The information I continue to receive as to the 
practicability of a force landing in Whitsand bay, is 
of so conflicting a nature, that I am not without 
apprehension that an enterprizing enemy would 
make such an attempt’ was followed in April 1845 by 
his assessment that there was no immediate necessity 
to undertake any of the works, but that in the event 
of war they would have to be immediately attended 
to. Later in the year the sea front of No 4 did receive 

its new armament, the 56-pounders being mounted 
in barbette on dwarf traversing platforms, rotating 
on a new design of cast iron pivot. A stable block 
was added to the Barracks in 1848, and in 1858-9 
the first floor was reconstruct ed in permanent 
materials (Figs. 19 and 20).19

The Maker Redoubts, as the nineteenth century 
progressed, were in the wrong place to attract any 
more modernisations or indeed use - with the 
exception of No 4, where the rebuilding all took 
place on the sea front, leaving the land fronts largely 
intact, and they remain, with No 5 Redoubt and 
their Barracks, quite unaltered in a state of benign 
decay, though the roofs of the casemated accommo
dation are now falling in (Figs. 21 and 22). As the 
surviving vestiges of the second largest scheme of 
fortification to be proposed in Britain in modern 
times they are a small monument to the collective 
design skills of a sequence of Royal Engineer 
officers - including probably some ofjunior rank 
not mentioned in this narrative - and of the Duke of 
Richmond, a Burlington applying his talents and 
influence in quite another sphere, but one equally 
the province of an educated nobleman.
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NOTES

Descriptions and plans of the current state of the redoubts 
are given in A. Pye and F. Woodward, The Historic Defences 
of Plymouth, Truro, 1996. wo, mph, mphh, mr, pro, aDm are 
Public Record Office documents, dro(p) is the Plymouth 
branch of the Devon Records Office, ply are Royal Engineer 
letterbooks held at the Royal Engineers’ Library, Brompton 
Barracks, Chatham.

1 W030/115B.
2 wo 47/84; wo 47/85; wo 47/86.
3 wo 30/115D; British Library ms. Add.155341; J. Holland 

Rose and A. M. Broadley, Dumouriez and the defence of 
England against Napoleon, London, 1909,269-270.

4 PLY/1/2/5; ply/o/Vs; wo 46/14-
5 MPH/382; MPH/341; mphh/35; MPH/730.
6 wo 46/14; MPH/377.
7 David Evans, ‘The Duke of Richmond as Designer’, 

Fort, xviii, 1990,83-93; ply/o/3; MPH/731; PLY/0/1/3; 
MR/1391; MPHH/551.

8 ply/i/2/6; ply/o/1/2; wo 30/54; wo 46/17.
9 MR/916; PLY/1/2/-; the circumstances surrounding 

the defeat of the fortification scheme are described
in David Evans, ‘The Duke of Richmond, James Glenie, 
Maker and the Fortifications Bill’, xvi, 1988, 
73-82; MPHH/131; The Annual Register, 1786; Historical 
Manuscripts Commission, Papers of the Duke of 
Rutland, in, 282.

10 mr 1385; MR/1209; dro(p) 112; PLY/0/1/5.
11 dro(p) 112; ply/o/i/5; MPH/380.
12 ply/o/i/5; dro/p/112; MPHH/549; ply/I/2/io; ply/o/i/7;

MPHH/719.
13 PLY/1/2/10.
14 PRO 30/11/223.
15 The information about Lennox ordering the con

struction of the Barracks comes from an annotation 
by Mercer to an 1807 plan of the Redoubts, showing 
the Barracks [MPHH/677]. For the history of the Barrack 
Department, see Colonel Sir Charles Watson, History of 
the Corps of Royal Engineers, in, Chatham, 1914,142-8; 
James Douet, British Barracks 1600-1914, London, 
1998, 68-94; Supplement to First and Third Reports of 
the Commission of Military Inquiry ,1806-7-, wo 49/245.

16 wo 55/797; EJ.Grimsley, The Historical development 
of the Martelle Tower in The Channel Islands, 
Guernsey, 1988.

17 wo 30/704; ply/o/i/io; mr/12H; mr/1392; MPH/733.
18 wo 55/799.
19 Quentin Hughes, ‘The Duke of Wellington’s warning 

of invasion’, Fort, ix, Supplement, 1981,54-76; MR/473; 
adm 12/411; wo 55/1548; wo 55/805; wo 78/2975
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